Jaguar Racing competes in the ABB FIA Formula E World Championship—an all-electric race series.

Micro Focus delivers mission-critical software to 40,000 customers around the globe.

Jaguar Racing and Micro Focus may be competing in different areas, but we’re both striving to use technology to improve outcomes. So we’re competing on different tracks, but we’re in the same race.

The cockpit is full of important and timely details. But it isn’t the whole story. You have to balance in-race data (track conditions, energy management, competitors’ positions) with strategic data (optimizing hundreds of parameters, analyzing fan input) to improve your performance. For Jaguar Racing, we do it in four key areas:

- **Core Applications**
  - Applications used by the race team
  - People who need secure access to real-time race data
  - Lines of code embedded per race car
  - Key parameters to optimize
  - Key infrastructures supporting the team
  - Vulnerabilities the team must address each day

- **Data-Driven Racing**
  - Key car data to be analyzed
  - Operating systems
  - Parameter files updated
  - Key infrastructures supporting the team

- **Cloud-Based Racing Model**
  - Core Applications Powering Results
  - Data-Driven Racing
  - Secure Race Analytics

As the official technical partner for Jaguar Racing, our world-class software works behind the scenes to help drive improvements and results in the fast-changing environment of Formula E.

We do the same for all of our customers—driving the outcomes they need to run today, and helping them transform to take advantage of opportunities in the evolving digital economy.
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